The medial frontal cortex has been thought to be crucially involved in temporal structuring of behavior in monkeys and humans. We examined neuronal activity in the supplementary and presupplementary motor areas of monkeys to investigate how the nervous system deals with the coding of 16 motor sequences resulting from multiple actions involving bilateral use of the arms. We first found in both areas that this behavioral demand resulted in attribute-based representation of individual motor acts, reflecting functional (action) or anatomical (right/left arm) attributes. Actions were frequently represented according to a body-axis-centered reference frame (supination or pronation) regardless of the arm to be used. Moreover, behavioral sequences were primarily represented with respect to the action-or arm-use sequence rather than the sequence of individual movements. We propose that the two-dimensional attribute-based sequence representation provides a robust and efficient means of processing multiple behavioral sequences.
Introduction
Temporal structuring of multiple actions is one of the major requirements for the achievement of purposeful behaviors (Lashley, 1951; Tanji, 2001; Rosenbaum, 2010) . Previous reports have demonstrated that neuronal activity in the medial motor areas of monkeys takes part in sequencing multiple movements performed with a limb or the eyes Clower and Alexander, 1998; Shima and Tanji, 2000; Berdyyeva and Olson, 2010) . Human studies have also indicated critical involvement of these areas in the organization of complex motor sequences (Gerloff et al., 1997; Amador and Fried, 2004) . A question arises as to how these cortical areas deal with the temporal sequencing when the combination of motor sequences grows in number by involving multiple actions and body parts. One possible solution for avoiding difficulties in sequencing a large number of motor elements is the use of group-based sequencing. In group-based sequencing, a basis set of sequential attributes are used to construct each specific sequence. These attributes could consist of the sequence of limbs to be used and the sequence of actions. A motor sequence may be encoded in an attribute-based manner, and individual movements to be performed could be decoded later by the combination of multiple attributes. Is it possible for the neural system to arrange the temporal structure of motor events based on common attributes of individual movements rather than based on the individual movements themselves? To address this issue, we designed a behavioral task that required the sequencing of 16 permutations of individual movements containing common attributes in the anatomical and functional domains. The anatomical attribute was the motor effector used (body part), and the functional attribute was the action referenced in relation to the body axis or the manipulation of an object. We found that neuronal activity in the supplementary motor area (SMA) and presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA) of the Japanese monkey reflected the group-based sequence with respect to actions and effector use rather than the sequence of individual movements. These results suggest that information regarding individual movements is decomposed into functional (action) and anatomical (effector-use) attributes of the individual movements. The neuronal representation of each attribute appears to be sequentially arranged in parallel and then recombined to specify the next movement. This two-dimensional encoding of common attributes (action and effector use) is viewed as producing robust and efficient sequencing of complex motor behavior involving vast combinations of multiple movements.
Materials and Methods
Subjects and behavioral task. The experimental subjects were two Japanese monkeys (Macaca fuscata; one male and one female; weighing 5.8 -6.5 kg). The animals were cared for in accordance with the Guiding Principles for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health and the Guidelines for Institutional Animal Care and Use published by our institute. We trained the monkeys to perform a bimanual sequential motor task. During the experiment, each animal sat in a primate chair holding a handle in each hand. For each trial of this task, the animals were required to perform a motor sequence consisting of two motor elements, each of which resulted in turning a handle at a deflection angle of Ͼ5°. One of four possible movements (left forearm supination or pronation, right forearm supination or pronation) was required for each of the two motor elements. The temporal order of the required motor sequence was selected pseudorandomly and altered in blocks of nine trials. Figure 1A illustrates the sequence of events in a trial within an experimental block. The first three trials in a block were performed under visual guidance of two instructional cues (visually guided trials; Fig. 1A , top). The color of the cue indicated left forearm supination (red) or pronation (blue) and right forearm pronation (yellow) or supination (green). For the remaining six trials in the block, the animal performed the movements instructed in the previous visually guided trials with no visual cues (memory-guided trials; Fig. 1A , bottom). At the beginning of a trial, the animal was required to place the two handles in neutral positions with its eyes fixated on the central fixation point (FP) on the screen in front. The monkey was required to maintain the handle placement and eye fixation for 1.5 s, during which the instructional cue for the first movement was presented for 0.5 s in the visually guided trials. Subsequently, the FP dimmed to serve as the first-movement trigger signal (first GO). The animal was required to perform the first movement within the reaction-time limit (1 s), and the handle was returned to the neutral position. After a delay period of 1 s, during which the instructional cue for the second movement was presented for 0.5 s (in visually guided trials), the animal was given the trigger signal for the second movement. A series of correct movements without a fixation break was rewarded with the delivery of juice 500 ms later, followed by a 1.5 s intertrial interval (ITI). During the ITI, the FP was not presented on the screen, and eye fixation was not required. After six memory-guided trials were completed, an auditory signal indicated the end of the current block and the beginning of a new block. A total of 16 two-movement sequences were presented (Fig. 1B) . We examined the activity of individual neurons in the 16 permutations of the motor sequences. The focus of the present study was the analysis of the memory-guided trials. Typically, neuronal data collected during 12 memory-guided trials for each series of correct movements were included in the data file.
Reference frames for action representation. The term "action" has been used to indicate various aspects of motor events (Rizzolatti et al., 2001; Hoshi and Tanji, 2006) . In the present study, "action" referred specifically to the functional attribute of a movement, whereas "arm use" referred to an anatomical attribute (i.e., left or right forearm). Because each movement was a combination of action and arm use, the task required the animals to perform two-dimensional sequencing in terms of action and arm use. The present study used two reference frames to define an action: (1) a body-symmetric frame (pronation or supination), representing action in terms of movement toward or away from the longitudinal axis of the body (Fig. 1C, top) ; and (2) an object-manipulative frame (turning a handle to the left or right), representing action with regard to the object to be manipulated (Fig. 1C, bottom) . For example, in the body-symmetric reference frame, left-arm and right-arm pronation were grouped together to constitute the action "pronation." In the object-manipulative reference frame, left-arm pronation and right-arm supination were grouped together to constitute the action "rightward turn of the handle," whereas left-arm supination and right-arm pronation constituted the action "leftward turn of the handle." In the following, action is referred to in the body-symmetric or object-manipulative reference frame.
Surgical and recording methods. After 18 months of training, the monkeys performed the memory-guided trials at the correct rate of Ͼ90%.
An acrylic recording chamber and head-fixation bolts were then implanted on the skull of each animal under aseptic conditions using pentobarbital sodium anesthesia (30 mg/kg, i.m.) with atropine sulfate. Antibiotics and analgesics were used to prevent postsurgical infection and pain. After complete recovery from the surgery, neuronal activity was recorded in the medial part of the frontal cortex using glass-insulated Elgiloy microelectrodes, which were inserted through the dura mater using a hydraulic microdrive (MO-81; Narishige). We confirmed that the chamber had been successfully placed to cover the bilateral SMA and pre-SMA (Fig. 1D ) based on physiological criteria established previously (Matsuzaka et al., 1992) . Online data collection was performed using a multichannel acquisition processor and spike-sorting software (Plexon). Sorted unit activities were stored with a record of behavioral events on a computer hard drive. Statistical analyses were performed using the software package R (version 2.15.2; http://www.R-project.org/; R Development Core Team). Electromyography was performed using a pair of silver wire electrodes inserted into muscles studied. We recorded the activity of 46 forelimb and axial muscles while recording neuronal activity. Although these muscles exhibited movement-related activity, no consistent changes in activity occurred before the execution of movement. We confirmed that no task-related changes occurred in muscle activity (in forelimb muscles) of the non-instructed arm and that no arm deflection was detectable. Eye position was monitored using an infrared corneal-reflection-monitoring system at 1 kHz (Millennium G200; Matrox).
Statistical modeling to characterize neuronal selectivity. A model-based statistical analysis of neuronal activity was used to characterize neuronal selectivity in terms of common attributes of movements and individual movements. This analysis systematically set up statistical models that represented the distribution of spike counts across all permutations of the first and second movements. Figure 2 shows the three sets of models we considered: the first and second motor-element-selective models ( A) and the sequence-selective models ( B). As described below, each set was further divided into attribute-coding models and a movement-based coding model. A model consisted of m Gaussian distributions of spike counts with the same variance but different means. A value of 2, 4, or 16 was assigned to m according to the statistical model chosen.
The first motor-element-selective models consisted of the bodyreferenced action model, the object-referenced action model, the arm model, and the movement model ( Fig. 2A, top , from left to right). The body-referenced action model assumed two Gaussian distributions of spike counts (m ϭ 2) with the same variance but different means according to the body-referenced action (pronation or supination). Similarly, we assumed two Gaussian distributions (m ϭ 2) of spike counts for the object-referenced action model (turn left or right) and the arm model (left or right forearm). These three models were categorized as attributecoding models because each model represented a functional or anatomical attribute of individual movements. For the remaining first movement model, we assumed four Gaussian distributions of spike counts (m ϭ 4) with respect to the four movements (left forearm supination, left forearm pronation, right forearm pronation, or right forearm supination). This model was categorized as a movement-based coding model. The design of the second element-selective models ( Fig. 2A , bottom) was similar to that of the first element-selective models.
The sequence-selective models consisted of four models: (1) the body-referenced action-sequence model; (2) the object-referenced actionsequence model; (3) the arm-sequence model; and (4) the movementbased sequence model (Fig. 2B , from left to right). The body-referenced action-sequence models assumed four Gaussian distributions (m ϭ 4) of spike counts with the same variance but different means according to the sequences of body-referenced action (pronation-pronation, pronation-supination, supination-pronation, or supination-supination). Similarly, we assumed four Gaussian distributions (m ϭ 4) for the object-referenced action-sequence model regarding the direction of handle rotation (turn left-turn left, turn left-turn right, turn right-turn left, and turn right-turn right) and the arm-sequence model (left arm-left arm, left arm-right arm, right arm-left arm, and right arm-right arm). These three models were categorized as attribute-coding models. The movement-based sequence model assumed independent Gaussian dis- Figure 1 . Task sequence, behavioral conditions, and recording sites. A, Temporal sequence of events in each experimental block of the behavioral task. Top, Example of a trial in which the animals were required to perform a series of two movements in accordance with two cues (visually guided trial). The monkey was required to memorize a particular motor sequence (left forearm pronation-right forearm pronation in this example) while performing the visually guided trials three times. Bottom, Memory-guided trials in which the order of two movements was memorized; only the GO signals were given. Memory-guided trials of a particular sequence were repeated six times. B, A matrix of 16 motor sequences determined the order of pronation or supination of either forearm. C, Reference frames for action representationofthebehavioraltask.Top,Thebody-symmetricreferenceframeinwhichactionwasdefinedasthedirectionofarmrotation(towardoraway)withreferencetothelongitudinalaxisofthebody. Rotatingeitherforearmawayfromthebodyaxiswasdefinedassupination(leftpanel),androtationtowardthebodyaxiswasdefinedaspronation(rightpanel).Bottom,Anobject-manipulativereferenceframe in which action was defined as the direction in which the handle is turned, to the left (left panel) or to the right (right panel). D, Schematic drawing of the recording sites.
tributions of spike counts with respect to the 16 possible motor sequences (m ϭ 16). This model was categorized as a movement-based coding model.
The null hypothesis of no systematic changes in neuronal spike count in a motor element or motor sequence was tested by postulating the null model consisting of a Gaussian distribution of spike counts (m ϭ 1). Given a model consisting of m Gaussian distributions, we obtained the set of parameters (m means and one common variance) that maximized the likelihood of the model and calculated the maximum likelihood ( L) by the maximum-likelihood estimation as reported previously (Sakamoto et al., 1986) . The number of estimated free parameters for a model was thus m ϩ 1.
Model evaluation and classification of neuronal activity. We calculated a Bayesian information criterion (BIC) value to measure the goodness of fit of each model to neuronal activity as follows:
In this formula, L denotes the maximum likelihood of a given model, and N denotes the number of trials (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) . The second term penalizes the use of additional free parameters. We selected the model with the smallest BIC value as the best model to characterize the activity of a neuron. Neuronal selectivity was classified according to the best model.
The interval used in the data analysis started 1.5 s before the onset of the first movement and ended at the onset of the second movement. The time course of neuron selectivity was determined by applying the modelbased statistical analysis to the distribution of spike counts observed in a 200 ms centered sliding window that stepped across the analytic interval in 20 ms increments. We defined a neuron as "task related" if its activity matched any statistical model other than the null model for at least three consecutive windows.
A neuron was classified as arm-sequence selective if its activity was armsequence selective for whichever three consecutive windows during the interval analyzed. In this case, the onset time of sequence selectivity was defined as the first instance in which the activity satisfied the criterion. Neurons that were selective for all three sequence types (body-referenced action sequence, object-referenced action sequence, or movement sequence) and their onset times of sequence selectivity were defined in similar ways. If the activity of a neuron corresponded to two or more sequence-selective models at different onset times, it was classified according to the sequence-selective model to which it corresponded in the greatest number of windows. Assuming a Poisson distribution for the spike counts, the aforementioned analysis was performed using raw spike counts and square-root-transformed spike counts (Zar, 2010), and both counts yielded similar results.
To provide support for our BIC-based method of classification, we also performed a post hoc likelihood-ratio test to classify neuronal activity Figure 2 . Statistical models representing the distribution of neuronal activity. A, Top row, Attribute-coding models (left 3 matrices) and a movement-based coding model (right matrix) defined the selectivity of the first motor element. Each 4 ϫ 4 matrix corresponds to a statistical model of activity distribution, in which columns represent the first movement and rows represent the second movement, and each cell in the matrix indicates the magnitude of neuronal activity in a particular motor sequence. For the attribute-coding model, we postulated a bimodal distribution with respect to action or arm use assuming that the distribution within each motor sequence followed a Gaussian distribution with two mean values as indicated by the color code. A quad-modal Gaussian distribution was postulated for the movement-based coding model (movement model). Bottom row, Attribute-coding models (left 3 matrices) and a movement-based coding model (right matrix) defining selectivity for the second motor element. B, Attribute-coding models (left 3 matrices) and a movement-based coding model (right) to define the selectivity for motor sequences. The display format is the same as for A. We postulated a quad-modal Gaussian distribution (m ϭ 4) for each of the three attribute-coding models and a multimodal Gaussian distribution with 16 means (m ϭ 16) for the movement-based coding model (movement-sequence model). LS, Left supination; RS, right supination; LP, left pronation; RP, right pronation.
into either attribute coding or movement-based coding. This test gave the same classification as BIC did for Ͼ96% of neuronal data. Thus, we applied BIC-based classification for the present statistical analysis. To have a descriptive measure of assessing how well the best model outperformed the other models, we computed the difference in BIC (⌬BIC) between the best model and the second-best model across all the analytic time windows for all the recorded neurons. The median ⌬BIC resulted in 2.23 for the pre-SMA and 2.19 for the SMA. According to the criteria established by Raftery (1995) , both of these values indicate positive or stronger evidence in favor of the best model for a majority of total analytic time windows. The difference of the median ⌬BIC obtained in the two areas was not significant (Mann-Whitney U test, W ϭ 9.82 ϫ 10 9 , p ϭ 0.16).
Results
Both monkeys performed the behavioral task with a success rate of Ͼ94% based on memory. The analysis of neuronal activity focused on the memory-guided trials. We analyzed activity of 911 neurons recorded in the pre-SMA and 539 in the SMA. Of these, a total of 891 pre-SMA and 532 SMA neurons were defined as task related and analyzed further. The following section addresses the issue of neuronal selectivity for individual motor elements and, subsequently, selectivity for motor sequences based on the perspectives of attribute coding and movement-based coding.
Selective activity for individual motor elements
We examined whether neuronal activity preceding the forthcoming motor elements was coded as individual movements or as their common attributes. During the 200 ms window immediately preceding the onset of the first movement (first premovement period), 306 of 891 (34%) pre-SMA neurons and 271 of 532 (51%) SMA neurons were found to be first motor-element selective. Coding the motor element based on an individual movement is the simplest form of motor-element selectivity. An example of such a neuron in the SMA is shown in Figure 3A . This neuron was most active before right forearm supination. According to the model-based statistical analysis, this neuron coded individual movements for the first motor element. In contrast, neuronal activity representing either of the two common attributes (i.e., action or arm use) was classified as attribute coding. An example of an attribute-coding neuron in the pre-SMA is shown in Figure 3B . Activity was selectively enhanced when the impending first movement was supination, regardless of arm use. This neuron was classified as a neuron encoding the first action. The SMA neuron shown in Figure 3C fired preferentially before using the left arm for the first motor element (regardless of action) and was classified as arm-use selective. In summary, the majority of neurons were attribute coding: 81% (248 of 306) in the pre-SMA and 69% (187 of 271) in the SMA (Fig. 3D) .
Of the first motor-element-selective neurons, the frequency of action-selective neurons was significantly greater in the pre-SMA (159 of 306, 52%) than in the SMA (92 of 271, 34%) neurons ( p ϭ 9.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 by Fisher's exact test; Fig. 3D , red bars). In contrast, the proportion of movement-selective neurons (movement-based coding neurons indicated by purple bars) was significantly greater in the SMA (84 of 271, 31%) than in the pre-SMA (58 of 306, 19%; p ϭ 5.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 ). The proportion of arm-use-selective neurons (blue bars) was greater in the SMA (35%) than in the pre-SMA (29%), although the difference was not significant.
We performed the aforementioned analysis for the neuronal activity during the 200 ms window immediately preceding the onset of the second movement (second premovement period) and found similar trends in the distribution of coding selectivity for the second motor-element-selective neurons. Overall, 317 of 891 (36%) pre-SMA neurons and 278 of 532 (52%) SMA neurons were classified as second element selective. An example of an action (pronation)-selective neuron is shown in Figure 4A . The majority of second element-selective neurons were attribute coding ( Fig. 4B ): 81% (256 of 317) of neurons in the pre-SMA and 64% (177 of 278) of neurons in the SMA. The proportion of action-selective neurons (red bars) was significantly greater in the pre-SMA (169 of 317, 53%) than in the SMA (85 of 278, 31%; p ϭ 3.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 by Fisher's exact test). In contrast, the proportion of arm-use-selective neurons (blue bars) was greater in the SMA (33%) than in the pre-SMA (27%), although the difference was not significant. The proportion of movement-selective neurons (movement-based coding neurons indicated by purple bars) was significantly greater in the SMA (101 of 278, 36%) than in the pre-SMA (61 of 317, 19%; p ϭ 4.7 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 ).
Dominance of body-symmetric reference frame for action representation
Neuronal activity representing action was characterized according to two reference frames for controlling action: (1) bodysymmetric and (2) object-manipulative ( Fig. 1C and Materials and Methods). We compared the proportion of neurons coding action in the body-symmetric reference frame and in the objectmanipulative reference frame to determine whether one reference frame was dominant. We found that action was represented primarily in the body-symmetric reference frame. In the pre-SMA, the majority of neurons (112 of 159, 70%) were classified as body-referenced action selective, whereas 47 of 159 (30%) neurons showed selectivity for object-referenced action. The proportion of the neurons selective for body-referenced action was significantly greater than chance (binomial test, p ϭ 1.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 ). Furthermore, body-symmetric reference frame dominance was also observed in the SMA (55 of 92, 60%). The same comparison for neuronal activity during the second premovement period yielded similar results.
Sequence-selective activity: two-dimensional sequencing with respect to action and arm use The model-based statistical analysis to classify task-related neuronal activity (see Materials and Methods and Fig. 2 ) revealed that 422 of 891 (47%) pre-SMA and 260 of 532 (49%) SMA neurons were motor-sequence selective. The simplest form of motor-sequence selectivity is coding the motor sequence based on individual movements. An example neuron fired preferentially when the first movement was left pronation and when the forthcoming second movement was left supination (Fig. 5A) . However, such movement-based coding was found in only a minority of motor-sequence-selective neurons in the pre-SMA (45 of 422, 11%) and SMA (40 of 260, 15%) (Fig. 5D, purple bars) . More often, the neuronal activity exhibited two types of groupbased sequence selectivity, preferring the sequence with regard to a common attribute of the two intended movements. An example of the first type is shown in Figure 5B , where neuronal activity preferentially increased when the first movement was left supination (LS) and the second movement was left or right supination (LS or RS), or when the first movement was right supination (RS) followed by left or right supination (LS or RS). This neuronal activity was deemed selective for the supination-supination sequence (regardless of arm use) and was classified as actionsequence selective. The second type of neuronal activity preferring sequences of a common attribute is shown in Figure 5C . Activity was preferentially enhanced if the first movement was to be performed with the right forearm and the second movement involved the left forearm. This type of activity was classified as selective for the arm-use sequence. Overall, 89% (377 of 422) of pre-SMA and 85% (220 of 260) of SMA neurons were selective for either the action sequence or arm-use sequence; these were regarded as coding the sequence in terms of motor attributes. The proportion of action-sequence-selective neurons (Fig. 5D , red bars) was significantly greater in the pre-SMA (210 of 422, 50%) than in the SMA (99 of 260, 38%; p ϭ 0.0019 by Fisher's exact test). In contrast, the proportion of arm-sequence-selective neu- Neuronal activity representing forthcoming movement, action, or arm use. A, An SMA neuron showing enhanced selective activity when right arm supination was the forthcoming first movement in the behavioral task. The rasters show neuronal discharges aligned at the onset of the first movement (vertical lines), and the perievent histograms indicate the sum of discharges with a 40 ms bin width. Rasters and histograms are displayed in a matrix arranged with respect to the first movement (columns) and second movement (rows). The thick horizontal line at the bottom represents 500 ms. The thick vertical line at the bottom right indicates the 40 spikes/s firing rate. For the time period during which the category of representation of neuronal activity corresponded to the model matrix shown at the top right (for this example, the first movement model), histograms are color coded according to the model matrix. For the remaining period, histograms are colored gray. The display format of the rasters and histograms in B and C is the same as that in A. B, Action-selective activity in a pre-SMA neuron observed before initiation of the first motor element. In this example, neuronal activity is preferential for the impending selection and initiation of supination, regardless of the laterality of arm use. C, Arm-use-selective activity in an SMA neuron. In this example, neuronal activity is preferential for the impending use of the left arm, regardless of whether the selected action is supination or pronation. D, Distribution of neurons exhibiting selectivity for the arm-use, action, or individual movements performed as the first motor element in the behavioral task. LS, Left supination; RS, right supination; LP, left pronation; RP, right pronation. rons (blue bars) was significantly greater in the SMA (121 of 260, 47%) than in the pre-SMA (167 of 422, 40%; p ϭ 0.044). These results demonstrate that, at the single-neuron level, temporal structuring of movements is formulated along two dimensions with regard to action and arm use and that neurons in the medial motor areas primarily use two-dimensional coding, rather than movement-based coding, to represent multiple motor sequences.
To determine whether the time course of the two types of sequence selectivity differed during the task, we plotted the time of appearance of sequence-selective activity for action-sequenceselective neurons (Fig. 6A ) and arm-sequence-selective neurons (Fig. 6B) relative to the onset of the first and second movements. Although selective activity appeared over a wide range of times in both types, onset of activity selective for action sequence tended to occur earlier than activity selective for arm sequence in the pre-SMA. To test for statistically significant differences in the time course, we compared the percentage of early-onset actionsequence-selective and arm-sequence-selective neurons before the onset of the first movement. In the pre-SMA, 106 of 210 (50.5%) action-sequence-selective neurons and 66 of 167 (39.5%) arm-sequence-selective neurons were classified as early onset. The action-sequence-selective neurons included a significantly greater percentage of early-onset neurons than did the arm-sequence-selective neurons (Fisher's exact test, p ϭ 0.022). However, the percentage of early-onset action-sequence-selective neurons (43 of 99, 42.4%) in the SMA was not significantly different from that of the arm-sequence-selective neurons (47 of 121, 38.8%; p ϭ 0.29). The onset times of sequence selectivity were examined in greater detail by calculating the cumulative fraction of neurons that exhibited either type of sequence selectivity as a function of time relative to the onset of the first movement (Fig. 6C) . In the pre-SMA, selectivity for the action sequence emerged significantly earlier than selectivity for the arm sequence (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D ϭ 0.29, p ϭ 7.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 ). Moreover, the median time for action-sequence selectivity (Ϫ440 ms) was significantly less than that for arm-sequence selectivity (60 ms; W ϭ 14405, p ϭ 4.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 by Mann-Whitney U test). A similar trend was observed in the SMA, although the differences were not significant. These results indicate that neural processing of attribute-based sequencing occurs earlier for the functional attribute (action) than for the anatomical attribute (arm use) in the pre-SMA.
Robustness and efficiency of two-dimensional coding
The predominance of neuronal activity representing action sequence and arm-use sequence raises the question of why twodimensional encoding is more highly favored than movementbased sequence encoding. Considered from the perspective of information representation by a neuronal population, we find relevant literature that tackled the problem with regard to either robustness or efficiency (Rieke, 1996; Simoncelli and Olshausen, 2001; Sreenivasan and Fiete, 2011) . We hypothesized that twodimensional coding has advantages from the standpoint of robustness and efficiency in encoding behavioral sequences. To visualize this hypothesis, we constructed two neural network models: (1) a modular network that used two-dimensional coding; and (2) a non-modular network that used movement-based coding (Fig. 7) based on the framework of formal models proposed previously (Louie, 1985; Birkhoff, 1993; Hatakeyama and Tsuda, 2007) . The modular network (Fig. 7A ) consisted of two independent modules: (1) a module for functional attribute (action module); and (2) one for anatomical attribute (arm-use module). We assumed that each module was equipped with processing units and neural elements; a processing unit specified a particular sequence of either attribute, whereas a neural element represented action or arm use occurring in a sequence. For the Figure 4 . Neuronal activity during the second premovement period. A, Action-selective activity of a pre-SMA neuron observed before initiation of the second motor element in the behavioral task. In this example, the increase in neuronal activity was most pronounced when the impending movement was pronation, regardless of arm laterality. The display format of the rasters and histograms is the same as for Figure 3 except that neuronal activity is aligned with the onset of the second movement (vertical lines). B, Distribution of neurons exhibiting selectivity for arm-use, action, or individual movements performed as the second motor element in the behavioral task. LS, Left supination; RS, right supination; LP, left pronation; RP, right pronation.
non-modular network (Fig. 7B) , we assumed 4 ϫ 4 ϭ 16 processing units, each of which corresponded to a particular sequence of individual movements. Figure 7 shows both networks operating to perform an example motor sequence "left forearm pronationleft forearm supination." We examined the performance of these two networks in terms of robustness and efficiency.
The robustness ( R) of a network was quantitatively estimated as the probability that all the processing units would produce correct signals (performance correct rate) against the accumulation of errors. Assuming that an error independently occurs with the probability p in each processing unit, R ϭ (1 Ϫ p) 8 for the modular network, whereas R ϭ (1 Ϫ p) 16 for the corresponding non-modular network. Clearly, the network performance deteriorates more rapidly in the non-modular network than in the modular one as the error probability p increases (Fig. 7C) . Figure 3 . A, Activity of the pre-SMA neuron preferentially increased when left pronation was followed by left supination, reflecting the sequence of individual movements. B, Activity of the pre-SMA neuron preferentially increased when the impending first action was supination only when the second action was also supination, indicating selectivity for the forthcoming sequence of action, regardless of arm use (action-sequence selectivity). C, Pre-SMA neuron exhibiting preferential enhanced activity when the right arm performed the first motor act followed by the left arm for the second motor act, regardless of action (arm-use sequence selectivity). D, Distribution of sequence-selective neurons in the pre-SMA and SMA, exhibiting selectivity for the sequence of arm use, action, and individual movements. LS, Left supination; RS, right supination; LP, left pronation; RP, right pronation.
The efficiency of the two networks was compared by defining the search cost ( C) for each network as the expected number of searches needed to specify a particular set of processing units. This C is a basis to calculate running time (or time complexity) of a search algorithm in computer science (Cormen et al., 2009 ). Generally, when searching for a particular unit in a list that contains N units, C is given as (1 ϩ 2 ϩ … ϩ N )/N ϭ (N ϩ 1)/2 using a linear search (Knuth, 1998) . For the non-modular network where N ϭ 4 ϫ 4 (Fig. 7B) , C ϭ (16 ϩ 1)/2 ϭ 8.5. For the corresponding modular network (Fig. 7A) , a pair of appropriate processing units should be searched from two modules. Here, C is given as a pair of (4 ϩ 1)/2, i.e., C ϭ 5. To generalize this estimation in terms of the sequence length (k), let us consider k-element motor sequences consisting of pronation or supination of either forearm. To represent all the possible k-element sequences with a non-modular network, N ϭ 4 k processing units are required. Here, C for the determination of a specific processing unit in the non-modular network should be given by (4 k ϩ 1)/2. For the corresponding modular network, C is given as a pair of (2 k ϩ 1)/2, i.e., C ϭ 2 k ϩ 1. Apparently, the search cost increases more rapidly in the non-modular network than in the modular one as the sequence length k increases (Fig. 7D ). These calculations demonstrate the greater efficiency of the modular network over the non-modular one.
Discussion
We analyzed neuronal activity in the medial motor areas while monkeys performed a motor task that required temporal organization of 16 different sequences of bilateral arm movements. The primary aim was to determine whether neural encoding of as many as 16 motor sequences required group-based neuronal representation of movements with respect to common attributes in the functional or anatomical domain. Examination of the neuronal activity immediately preceding the execution of individual movements revealed that the representation of each forthcoming motor element in the task was primarily dependent on attribute Figure 6 . Comparison of sequence-selective activity onset in pre-SMA and SMA neurons. A, The temporal profiles of sequence-selective activity detected among action-sequence-selective neurons in the pre-SMA (top) and SMA (bottom). Sequence-selective activity, when detectable above the null model with a 200 ms sliding window stepped in increments of 20 ms across the task period, was classified into three categories: (1) action-sequence-selective activity (red); (2) arm-sequence-selective activity (blue); and (3) movement-sequence-selective activity (purple). Activity profiles of individual neurons are displayed consecutively according to color; each row represents data for a single neuron. Neuronal activity was sorted by action-sequence-selective activity onset and arranged for display in the order of its first appearance (from bottom to top). Vertical dashed lines indicate the onset time of the first movement (1st M.). For display purposes, we adjusted intertrial variation of the interval between the two movements by inserting a gap between 500 ms after the first movement onset and 800 ms before the second. B, Temporal profiles of sequence-selective activity detected among arm-sequence-selective neurons. The format is the same as for A, with the exception that neuronal activity is sorted by arm-sequence-selective activity onset (blue). C, Cumulative fractions of action-sequence-selective neurons (red trace) and arm-sequence-selective neurons (blue trace) are plotted during the 2 s interval, 1.5 s preceding, and 0.5 s after onset of the first movement. The horizontal axis indicates the time relative to the first movement onset (black vertical dashed line). Colored dashed lines indicate median onset times for action-sequence-selective neurons (red) and arm-sequence-selective neurons (blue). **p Ͻ 0.01 by Mann-Whitney U test.
coding in terms of action (either supination or pronation) or arm use (right or left). A subsequent examination of neuronal activity representing motor sequences revealed that a significant proportion of the activity reflected action or arm-use sequences rather than individual movement sequences per se, suggesting a predominance of two-dimensional encoding of behavioral sequences in the medial motor areas.
Group coding of functional/anatomical attributes and dominance of the body-symmetric reference frame An analysis of the neuronal activity representing each motor element in the behavioral task revealed that the majority of neurons reflected the functional or anatomical attributes of individual movements. This tendency was more pronounced in the pre-SMA than in the SMA. Attribute coding of motor elements was observed in action-selective neurons (for functional attribute) and arm-use-selective neurons (for anatomical attribute). Action-selective neurons were more abundant in the pre-SMA than in the SMA. This finding agrees with the previous study (Fujii et al., 2002) supporting the view that the pre-SMA plays a role in effector-independent motor control. Our novel finding as to the neuronal representation of action is that the bodysymmetric reference frame dominates the object-manipulative reference frame when pronation and supination are performed . Schematic network models for processing multiple motor sequences involving bilateral arm actions. A, Neural network equipped with action module (left) and arm use module (right) processing the left pronation-left supination (LP-LS) sequence. Each circle on the yellow panels (top) represents a unit that processes a particular sequence of either action or arm use. A pair of processing units that correspond to the pronation-supination sequence (for action module) and the left arm-left arm sequence (for arm-use module) is highlighted. White or black circles (bottom) stand for neural elements that represent action or arm use occurring in a sequence. B, Neural network for non-modular processing of behavioral sequences. One of the 16 processing units that corresponds to the LP-LS sequence is highlighted (top). Circles in graded colors (bottom) stand for neural elements that represent four individual movements (i.e., supination or pronation of either forearm) occurring in a sequence. C, Estimation of robustness ( R) when sequence length was two. Network performance ( R) was estimated by plotting the correct rate at which all the processing units in the network produced a correct signal against the probability ( p) of errors in each unit. The red line indicates the performance of the modular network with a total of eight processing units in the two modules, whereas the black line indicates the performance of the corresponding non-modular network that houses 4 ϫ 4 ϭ 16 processing units. D, Estimation of efficiency when the sequence length grows. Search cost ( C) for a modular network (red line) and that for the non-modular network (black line) was plotted against the sequence length (k). The C is plotted in logarithmic scale.
without visuospatial cues. Previous studies looking into the preferential use of homologous muscle activation (Kelso, 1984; Kennerley et al., 2002; Carson, 2005) suggest that movements may be grouped according to the longitudinal axis of the body using a mirror-symmetric reference frame. Nevertheless, other potential reference frames cannot be ruled out; more than one reference frame can coexist, and the prevalence of one over the other may depend on the context of the task (Swinnen and Wenderoth, 2004) .
In contrast, we observed more arm-use-selective neurons in the SMA than in the pre-SMA. This observation is in line with a study using an arm-target selection task (Hoshi and Tanji, 2004) . The medial motor areas are closely interconnected with the motor areas in the contralateral hemisphere (Pandya and Vignolo, 1971) . Thus, the coexistence of action-selective activity and armuse-selective activity may be useful to inform the contralateral hemisphere of action and arm use planned in the ipsilateral side (Brinkman, 1984; Tanji et al., 1987) .
We found a small but sizeable number of neurons that were selective for individual movements, representing the effector and action elements of each movement. Such movement-selective neurons were more prevalent in the SMA than in the pre-SMA. Our results suggest that the pre-SMA is more involved in the abstract representation of motor elements than the SMA, whereas the SMA plays a greater role in more direct aspects of motor control. However, SMA neurons may not be involved substantially in specifying motor parameters (Tanji, 1996) , encoding muscle activity (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990) , or the timing of motor initiation (Tanji and Kurata, 1982; Scangos and Stuphorn, 2010) . This view is supported by differences in the anatomical connectivity of the two areas. The SMA, but not the pre-SMA, has direct connections to the primary motor cortex and spinal cord (Dum and Strick, 1991; Luppino et al., 1993) , whereas the pre-SMA receives afferent projections from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Luppino et al., 1993; Lu et al., 1994) .
Two-dimensional attribute coding of motor sequences based on action and arm use
The majority of neurons represented motor sequences with respect to functional (action) or anatomical (arm use) attributes of the individual components of the motor task. Only a small fraction of neurons represented individual movement sequences. Examination of the time of occurrence of sequence-selective activity revealed that the selectivity appeared in a wide range of the task periods. These findings are taken to indicate that neurons in the two medial motor areas take part in representing the behavioral sequences in a two-dimensional manner, with one involved in coding the action sequence and the other in coding the arm-use sequence. We noted that sequence-selective activity with regard to action emerged earlier than selectivity for arm use, despite considerable overlap. This finding is consistent with a report that suggested the role of the pre-SMA in the initiation of overlearned motor sequences or sequence chunk (Kennerley et al., 2004) .
The crucial importance of the medial motor areas in the temporal organization of sequential actions has been inferred based on research in a wide range of fields (Luria, 1966; Laplane et al., 1977; Brinkman, 1984; Mushiake et al., 1991; Clower and Alexander, 1998; Grafton et al., 1998; Shima and Tanji, 2000; Berdyyeva and Olson, 2010) . However, these studies did not address the way in which the nervous system processes a large number of motor sequences. A previous study addressed this problem from the perspective of categorization of motor sequences, and prefrontal neurons were shown to encode motor sequences in a category-based manner (Shima et al., 2007) . In contrast, the present study dealt with even greater number of sequences involving bilateral appendages, revealing two-dimensional coding of motor sequences in the medial motor areas based on common attributes of the individual movements.
One of our novel findings as to neural encoding of motor sequences is the demonstration of the neural correlates of effector-independent motor sequencing in a nonspatial functional domain (i.e., action-sequence-selective neurons). The notion that representation of motor sequences can occur independently of effectors is supported by previous literature (Keele et al., 1995; Grafton et al., 1998; Hikosaka et al., 1999) , although these reports dealt with visuospatial motor sequencing. More recently, involvement of the SMA in the intermanual transfer of motor skills was demonstrated (Perez et al., 2008) . Conversely, our finding of arm-sequence-selective neurons suggests that the temporal order of effector use is regulated by the medial motor areas. This view is supported by a clinical report on patients with lesions in the medial motor areas who had difficulty in changing effector use smoothly from one hand to the other (Luria, 1966) . Our findings of a substantial number of action-and armsequence-selective neurons and apparent differences in the time course of their appearance indicate that the neural mechanisms controlling behavioral sequences is internally decomposed into parallel processes (i.e., action sequencing and arm-use sequencing). Our study did not facilitate decomposition with the use of sensory instruction signals, and we believe that distinct sequencing modules are internally generated to subserve action-based and effector-based sequencing.
Conclusion
When confronted with the task of processing a large number of behavioral sequences involving bilateral use of the arms, neuronal activity in the SMA and pre-SMA reflects group-based representation of the functional (action) and anatomical (arm use) attributes of the individual movements. The behavioral sequence is primarily represented with respect to action or arm use rather than as the order of individual movements. The two-dimensional coding is viewed as producing robust and efficient processing of sequential information by neuronal networks in the medial motor areas. These findings provide the basis for understanding mechanisms of impairments in sequential behavior among patients with lesions in the medial motor area (Gentilucci et al., 2000) or the basal ganglia with which the medial frontal cortex is closely linked (Marsden, 1984; Graybiel, 1998) .
